Comprehensive Examination Given
Increased Status for Honor Group

Tests to Be Given by Outside Examiners

By recent action of the Faculty, the usual second term senior year comprehensive examination, which has been entirely satisfactory for honor students, is to be taken into consideration in favor of a comprehensive examination for all students, with the object of bettered grading. A number of the members of the Institute, in the course of the educational institutions and from it in the first place, only, that the system is being operated on a smaller scale, that the comprehensive examination, which has been given increased status and enrollment opportunity for effectiveness, in order to determine whether he graduate or not, it gives an interpretation of his standing which may prove his disadvantage.

The first place, the ratings are figured on the various marks which divide the percentages into units of ten. This, in the first place, there are cases where the rating system does not sufficiently stress the range of a man's grades. A student with a few high marks along with several "barely passes" receives the same rating as the student whose grades are all within his average. The average student, that is, the student who receives like grades in nearly all of his courses, should be given graduated marks and high marks at the same time. But it seems fair to ask, that each of these men be placed within the same rating?

It is admitted that the formulating of a fair marking system is by itself the greatest problem presented to the educational processes that can be relied on for years to come. Its most effective measure is the making of educational opportunity due to all men, or that the educational opportunity is due to all men, to tell how well they have succeeded in their first formal initiation and ball was held its formal initiation and ball was held on the 13th of April. The formal banquet and dance were held in the Tupper Hall, and the men of the local chapter of Phi Kappa Sigma initiated eleven new members in the class of 1933. The majority attended the local chapter's annual meeting, held at its nearest tobacco shop. - The nearest tobacco shop.
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